Historically, Canadian
funerals had a similar
structure and style
for everyone

A new approach
to customized
funeral planning

Times are changing

Today, we can do more than honour
the individual - we can celebrate
their individuality

Here’s
how:

A Time to Remember
an innovative concept developed to help
families personalize their tribute to a loved one

helping families

How the concept works

+
consider the
personality

+ $

OR
choose elements
to suit the person

select a themed
package

make adjustments
to suit budget

Creating a highly personalized ceremony can
be challenging for a family during a difficult time
Discover a simpler way to design a special tribute

Choose
details

Signature Sentiments
Building an event piece-by-piece

unlimited imagination

By selecting individual elements inspired by
A Time to Remember, the ambiance of the entire
event becomes a reflection of one personality

The Send off

Cuisine

Memento

Unlike traditional
ceremonies, guests
can be more involved
with meaningful
hands-on activities

Unlimited options to
suit any taste or theme

Personalized keepsakes
are a thoughtful gesture
A small but significant
token of remembrance
can provide comfort
long after the event

Taking part can inspire
conversation and a
sense of connection

Classic Menu

Carefree Menu

Golfer? Arrange for
mini-putt in the lobby

Casual Dining

Music and more
Music, flowers and
other details help create
a tone that feels right

Crafter? Guests can
create a keepsake

Fine Dining

Lifelong Volunteer?
Make the day an
opportunity for guests
to work together for
a beloved cause

Themed Menu

OR

Choose
a theme

Personalized Packages

Celebrating interests and hobbies

What made a loved one feel happy
in life can be an ideal focus for
remembrance at their final tribute
A Time to Remember features
convenient sample packages
with specific themes, each
complete with the perfect
send off, cuisine and keepsake

The Baker & Chef

designed to inspire

The Outdoorsperson

The Music Lover

The Avid Reader

The Traveller

The Lifelong Volunteer

The Crafter

The Collector

The Sports Fan

The Movie Buff

The Host & Hostess

The Patron of the Arts

Last
Word

celebrate life

Your way is the best way

Arbor Memorial Inc.

Choosing final plans for your loved one, or for yourself
is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Select options that will:

1
2
3

Honour a unique person in a special way
Make a lasting statement about their life
Comfort the living

A Time to Remember is available exclusively at
Arbor Memorial funeral homes. Ask us about it.

